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卍 慈学校 RED SWASTIKA SCHOOL
350 BEDOK NORTH AVE 3 SINGAPORE 469719
TEL: 64430380 FAX: 62448391 EMAIL: redswastika@moe.edu.sg

3 February 2021
Dear Parent/Guardian,
2021 Assessment Plan
We are writing to inform you of the school’s assessment plan for the year.
1. With the assessment plan, we seek to reinforce our continued commitment to nurture the whole
child and instill the joy of learning in every student, enabling him/her to learn for life.
2. Our teachers will continue to deepen learning in the classrooms and develop self-directed
learners who have the intrinsic motivation to learn. They will also continue to develop our students’
learning dispositions and build in them critical skills required to learn for life.
3. To collect meaningful data to assess our students’ learning progress, our teachers deploy
Formative Assessment (FA) strategies, such as the use of checklists, qualitative feedback, openended assignments, bite-sized tests, presentations, and projects. These strategies provide justin-time feedback for our students, allowing them to examine assessment evidence, adjust the way
they learn and move their learning forward.
4. The following is an overview of our 2021 assessment plan based on MOE’s recommended
assessment weighting distribution:
Levels

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

P1
Formative Assessments (FA)
[Non-Weighted]

P2
P3

WA (15%)

WA (15%)

SA (70%)

SA1 (30%)

FA

SA2 (70%)

P5

WA (15%)

WA (15%)

SA2 (70%)

P6

SA1 (30%)

Prelim (70%)

[PSLE]

P4

FA

5. The detailed assessment plans for your child/ward’s level is attached.
Thank you.

Yours sincerely,
Mrs Esther Tan
Vice-Principal

English Language 2021
Primary 4

The overarching aim of the EL Syllabus 2020 is to develop effective and affective language
users. Students’ language use is affected by the purpose, audience, context and culture
(PACC), and their proficiency in language use is assessed by their attainment of the
various learning outcomes.
The EL Syllabus 2020 seeks to develop core values, social and emotional competencies as
well as the 21st century competencies in our learners to enable them to be:
 Empathetic Communicators
 Discerning Readers
 Creative Inquirers
The syllabus outlines the following Areas of Language Learning for the development of
literacy:
• Listening and Viewing
• Reading and Viewing
• Speaking and Representing
• Writing and Representing
• Grammar
• Vocabulary
Pedagogic Framework
The STELLAR programme – STrategies for English Language Learning And Reading – is
designed to build a strong foundation in every learner at primary level. The Primary 4
students are engaged in a coherent, rigorous curriculum as they begin their journey to
develop literacy skills that are essential for further learning.

Apart from the weighted assessments, teachers regularly gather information about
students’ learning through checkpoints such as class discussions, class work, homework
and bite-sized tests, and use it to provide feedback that feeds students’ learning forward.
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Feedback on Students’ Learning
1) Formative Assessment (FA)
Formative Assessment, an assessment for learning, is also carried out in the classroom. It
refers to a wide variety of methods that teachers use to conduct in-process evaluation of
student comprehension, learning needs and academic progress during a lesson or unit.
Information gathered through FA is not used to report academic progress.
Several FA strategies are used to assess student learning in the various areas of language
learning. For example, the use of rubrics and success criteria enables teachers to focus
their attention on key concepts and standards that students must obtain. It also provides
students with a clear understanding of what is expected of them. Specifically, students
know what makes a good recount, a good narrative writing, a good conversation or even
good reading.
Another strategy is the use of checklists. Checklists support student learning and
performance. They provide the students with specific criteria and descriptors that help keep
them on task. A sample of a writing checklist:
Characteristics of a good reader

1st
attempt

2nd
attempt

3rd
attempt

Reads loud enough ( to be heard by peer)
Reads with good pronunciation
Reads at good pace – not too fast and not too slow
Reads fluently with appropriate pauses (especially the
use of commas and full-stops)
Read with expression (especially dialogues)
Reads with confidence
Has good sitting posture (sitting in an upright position
when reading)
An example of the use of success criteria to help Primary 4 students understand what is
expected of them during the course of a lesson or unit:

Learning Sheet
Grammar
Learning Sheet 1.1

Learning Sheet 1.2
Learning Sheet 1.3
Writing
Learning Sheet 1.4

Penmanship
Learning Sheet 1.5

Unit 1 Learning Sheets
Success Criteria
I can identify adjectives that should
be placed after nouns.
I can transform given words into
adjectives.
I can use adverbs ‘nowhere’ and
‘somewhere’ in a passage.
I can join two sentences using given
connectors.
I can write a letter to a pen-pal using
the present and future tense.
I can use adverbs and adjectives in a
letter to a pen-pal.
I can identify a few places of interest
in Singapore to a pen-pal.
I can write neatly and legibly.
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Remarks (if any)

2) Weighted Assessment
-

Semestral Assessments 1 and 2 (SA1 and SA2)

Examination Format
Duration:

AREA

PAPER 4:
Oral
PAPER 3:
Listening
Comprehension

Paper 1 (50 min)
Paper 2 (1 h 15 min)

ITEM TYPE

NO OF
ITEMS

MARKS

Reading Aloud

Open Ended

1 item

6

Stimulus-based
Conversation
Picture Matching

Open Ended

1 item

10

MCQ Discrete

2

2

Sequencing

Open Ended

2

4

Note-taking

Open Ended

5

5

MCQ Discrete

3

3

Open Ended

1

20

SECTION

Listening

PAPER 1:
Composition

Guided Writing

50

TOTAL
PAPER 2:
Language Use

Comprehension

A

Vocabulary (MCQ)

6

6

B

Grammar (MCQ)

10

10

D

Grammar Cloze (with helping words)

4

4

E

Grammar Cloze (with helping words)

4

4

F

Editing (Spelling & Punctuation)

4

4

G

[SA1] Comprehension Cloze
(without helping words)

4

4

[SA2] Synthesis

2

4

C

Visual Text Comprehension (MCQ)

5

10

H

Comprehension (a variety of items)

Up to 8

8

[SA1/SA2]
Up to 45 / 43

50

TOTAL

100

GRAND TOTAL
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Higher Chinese Language 2021
Primary 4

2021 年高级华文科
四年级
The Primary Chinese Language curriculum aims to make language learning more enjoyable,
in the hope that students will use Chinese as a communication medium beyond the
classroom. It focuses on the development of various language skills (listening, speaking,
interaction, reading and writing skills).
To help our students master the Chinese Language, the school has been enhancing our
teaching and assessment of the language to meet the diverse learning needs of the students.
The key instructional strategy adopted by the school is the five-step approach
“引·学·练·用·评”.The following printed and ICT resources developed by MOE are
also used in daily classroom teaching:

Teaching &
Learning in
class

Printed Resources

Textbooks, Activity books

ICT Resources
(‘Xuele’ portal)

Reading texts, Animations, Songs and Rhymes,
Syllable Chart, Sequencing of Strokes,
Interactive Games etc.

Post-Lesson
consolidation

ICT Resources
(‘Xuele’ portal)

Reading texts, Animations, Songs and Rhymes,
Syllable Chart, Sequencing of Strokes,
Interactive Games etc.

Formative assessment is conducted for the Primary 4 students as follows:
Skills
Language use

Formative assessment
 Spelling 听写
 Worksheets 补充作业
 Revision 小复习

Listening



Listening practice

Reading and Speaking




Reading Task (SLS Portal)
Oracy Task (SLS Portal)

Writing




Paragraph writing 篇中段
Picture Composition writing 看图作文（四图）
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听力练习

An example of a writing exercise in the P4 HCL worksheet (Reading Comprehension 阅读

理解) is as shown below. Students are required to apply their understanding of the purpose,
audience and context of writing.

Q7.

假如你是立明，试写一封信给小光，为你做错的事向小光
认错，请求他的原谅，并告诉小光你会把书借给大家看。
小光：
你想看我带来的书，我不应该____________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

立明
1 月 28 日
Q7 反馈
 能写出

／3 个要点

Scheme of Work (全年进度):

第一学段

第二学段

第三学段

第四学段

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

课文：
第一课
至
第五课

课文：
第六课
至
第九课

课文：
第十课
至
第十三课

课文：
第十四课
至
第十六课
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Semestral Assessments (SA) will be conducted for the students as follows:
Term 2 (30%)

考查项目

Semestral Assessment
(SA1) 年中考试

范围

第一课至第七课

Term 3 (-)

Term 4 (70%)
Semestral Assessment
(SA2) 年终考试

第一课至第十五课

-

Semestral Assessment 年中/年终考试

试卷蓝图
试卷／时间

考查项目

试卷一
SA1 看图写段
（40 分钟） （字数不少于 70）
SA2 看图作文

考查方式

题数

分数

开放式

1

15

22

45

（字数不少于 100）

语文理解与应用
一、辨字测验

多项选择

2

4

二、词语选择

多项选择

4

8

三、词语搭配

填充
4
（提供选项）
4
多项选择

8

多项选择
书面互动
作答

2
1
5

4
4
9

试卷三
一、 听音选音节
多项选择
听力理解
二、 听对话选回应
（约 20 分钟） 三、 听话选图
四、 听力理解（2 篇）

3
1
2
4

10

试卷二
（1 小时）

四、短文填空
五、阅读理解一
六、阅读理解二

试卷四
朗读篇章
朗读
1
口试
看图( 根据主题进行
会话
1
（约 10 分钟） 说话)
总共
注：此试卷蓝图根据教育部 2018 年最新修订的四年级设题指引
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8

10
20
100

Approved Chinese Dictionaries by SEAB
The following is the list of approved CL dictionaries (printed and e-dictionary) for use in PSLE in the
year 2021. These dictionaries can be used in P4-P6 Chinese Language and Higher Chinese
Language Paper 1 for both SA1 and SA2/Preliminary Exams, as well as the PSLE Chinese Language
and Higher Chinese Language Paper 1, as approved by SEAB.
*The use of dictionary during the above mentioned examinations and the purchase of the
dictionary are optional.

APPROVED CHINESE DICTIONARIES (Printed)

APPROVED CHINESE E-DICTIONARIES
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PREVIOUSLY APPROVED CHINESE E-DICTIONARIES*

Note:
All previously approved dictionaries, including those that no longer appear on the current approved
list, can continue to be used for the national examinations unless there is a change in policy, syllabus
or examination format. Under any of these situations, the Singapore Examinations and Assessment
Board (SEAB) may withdraw the approval for use of these dictionaries in the examinations.
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Mathematics 2021
Primary 4

The overarching goal of the Mathematics curriculum is to ensure that each student will
achieve a level of mastery that will serve him/her well in life.

Pedagogical Approaches
The school continues to adopt the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (CPA) and Polya’s four-step
approach to problem solving as the key instructional strategies.

Assessment
Using Formative assessment strategies and feedback from Student Learning Logs, the
feedback enables a student to know his/her own progress, strengths and areas for growth
so that he/she can improve his/her learning. The feedback also motivates and engages
him/her so as to promote greater ownership of his/her learning. For parents, feedback on
the student’s classwork and homework is communicated through the Learning Log to keep
you informed of your child’s progress and abilities.
An example of a Learning Log in the P4 curriculum :
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Weighted Assessment
-

Semestral Assessments 1 and 2 (SA1 and SA2)

Duration:
Format:

1 h 45 min
One written paper, comprising two booklets

Booklet

Item Type

Number of
Questions

Number of
marks per
question

Marks

A

Multiple-Choice
Question

20

2 marks

40

10

1 mark

10

2 marks

Structured /
Long- Answer
Question

8

3 or 4 marks

30

Total

48

-

100

Short-Answer
Question
B

30

Scheme of Work:
Term 1






Numbers to 100
000
Factors and
Multiples
Multiplication and
Division of Whole
Numbers
Whole Numbers :
Word Problems
Angles

Term 2





Term 3



Squares and
Rectangles
Symmetry
Fractions
Addition and
Subtraction of
Fractions
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Decimals
The Four
Operations of
Decimals
Decimals : Word
Problems
Area and
Perimeter

Term 4
 Tables and Line
Graphs
 Time

Topics to be tested:
Term 2
SA1








Numbers to 100 000
Factors and Multiples
Multiplication and Division of Whole
Numbers
Whole Numbers : Word Problems
Angles
Squares and Rectangles
P1 to P3 Past Year Topics

Term 4
SA2
 Numbers to 100 000
 Factors and Multiples
 Multiplication and Division of
Whole Numbers
 Whole Numbers : Word
Problems
 Angles
 Squares and Rectangles
 Symmetry
 Fractions
 Addition and Subtraction of
Fractions
 Decimals
 The Four Operations of
Decimals
 Decimals : Word Problems
 Area and Perimeter
 Tables and Line Graphs
 Time
 P1 to P3 Past Year Topics

Note:
Modifications to the scope of the test/examination, if any, will be made known to
students.
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Science 2021
Primary 4

The Science curriculum aims to help students acquire knowledge and understanding of
their natural and physical world based on investigations, application of skills and processes
of inquiry and develop essential attitudes and values. The diagram shows the Science
teaching and learning pedagogy in the school.

Adapted from the Science Curriculum Framework (Ministry of Education)

Feedback to Students’ Learning
Both formative and summative assessments provide feedback on the student’s learning
progress. For students, the feedback enables them to know their progress, strengths and
areas for growth so that they can improve their learning. The feedback also motivates and
engages them so as to promote greater ownership of their learning. For parents, feedback
on your child’s schoolwork allows you to have a better understanding of your child’s progress,
abilities and attainment of the learning outcomes.
Success criteria are used to provide feedback for student’s learning progress. An example
of an activity using success criteria in the P4 curriculum:

(Just
started)

Topic – Light and shadows
Success Criteria
1. Able to recognise that an object can be seen
when it reflects light.
2. Able to state how the distance between a
light source and the object affects the size of
the shadow formed on the screen.
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(Getting
there)


(Got
it!)

Format of Paper:
Duration
1 h 30 min
SA1

1 h 30 min
SA2

Item Type
Multiplechoice
Questions
Open-ended
Questions
Total
Multiplechoice
Questions
Open-ended
Questions
Total

Scheme of Work:
Themes
Term 1
Cycles (Ch 1 to 3)

Term 3

Energy (Ch 2)
- before SA1
Energy (Ch 2)
- after SA1
Energy (Ch 1 to 2)

Term 4

Energy (Ch 1)

Term 2

Number of
questions
24

Number of marks
per question
2

Marks

10

2,3,4 or 5

32

34

-

80

28

2

56

12 or 13

2,3,4 or 5

44

40 or 41

-

100

48

Topics
- Life cycles of some animals
- Life cycle of plants
- Matter
- Heat and temperature (page 10 - 21)
- Heat and temperature (page 22 - 25)
- Heat and temperature (page 22 - 25)
- Light and shadows (page 2 - 5)
- Light and shadows (page 6 - 9)

Topics to be tested:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

P4 Topics:
Cycles (Ch 1 to 3):
- Life cycles of some animals
- Life cycle of plants
- Matter
Energy (Ch 2): Heat and temperature (page 10 - 21)
Energy (Ch 2): Heat and temperature (page 22 - 25)
Energy (Ch 1): Light and shadows
P3 Topics:
Diversity (Ch 1 to 5)
- Classification: Living & non-living things
- Plants
- Animals
- Fungi and bacteria
- Exploring materials
Systems (Ch 1 to 2)
-Your amazing body as a system
- Plants and their parts
Interactions (Ch 1 to 2)
- Magnets and their characteristics
- Making magnets

Term 2
SA1
(30%)


Term 4
SA2
(70%)




















Note:
Modifications to the scope of the test/examination, if any, will be made known to students.
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